Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (A)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
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Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Heptagonal prism
- Square prism
- Hexagonal prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
- Hexagonal prism
- Pentagonal prism
- Rectangular prism
- Octagonal pyramid
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (B)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (B) Answers

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Square prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
- Pentagonal pyramid
- Triangular prism
- Square pyramid
- Rectangular prism
- Triangular prism
- Rectangular pyramid
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (C)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (C) Answers

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- pentagonal pyramid
- square prism, cube
- octagonal prism
- heptagonal pyramid
- heptagonal pyramid
- rectangular pyramid
- rectangular prism
- pentagonal prism
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (D)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

[Diagrams of various prisms and pyramids]
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Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Square pyramid
- Heptagonal prism
- Hexagonal prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
- Square prism, cube
- Square pyramid
- Triangular prism
- Octagonal prism
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (E)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
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Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Square prism
- Octagonal prism
- Rectangular prism
- Octagonal prism
- Pentagonal pyramid
- Hexagonal prism
- Pentagonal prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (F)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- heptagonal pyramid
- hexagonal prism
- pentagonal pyramid
- hexagonal prism
- square pyramid
- octagonal pyramid
- heptagonal pyramid
- heptagonal prism
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (G)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Heptagonal pyramid
- Rectangular prism
- Square prism
- Rectangular prism
- Rectangular pyramid
- Pentagonal prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
- Hexagonal prism
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (H)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (H) Answers

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- square prism
- octagonal prism
- rectangular pyramid
- square prism
- triangular prism
- pentagonal prism
- octagonal pyramid
- hexagonal prism
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (I)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (I) Answers

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- heptagonal pyramid
- square prism
- pentagonal prism
- heptagonal pyramid
- rectangular prism
- octagonal prism
- square pyramid
- rectangular prism
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Classifying Prisms and Pyramids (J)

Name each figure based on the shape of its base.
Name each figure based on the shape of its base.

- Heptagonal prism
- Heptagonal prism
- Heptagonal pyramid
- Rectangular pyramid
- Rectangular prism
- Pentagonal pyramid
- Square pyramid
- Pentagonal prism